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Abstract 
The current study contains the main conclusions of a field research made in 61 Romanian villages whose objective is to capture 
specific characteristics of the forms and the rural educational institutions. The local educational system under research depends
on factors like: experience and degree education of the local educational staff; the logistic of the local educational institutions; the 
specific searching methods used by each institution; the interferences with the city community (rural-urbane interrelationship).
Starting on this conclusions and priority, trustfully thinking the objective data, the research papers present some achievement
directions for a better placed rural education. 
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1. Introduction 
Knowing the valuable cultural educational traditions who were offering during time vitality to the rural 
educational world but also those who manage to develop or stop from evolving some of the rural educational 
institutions, we thought useful and necessary the undergoing of an empiric field research having as purpose the 
study of specific aspects of rural education following both directions in the historical events (the horizontally and 
the vertically level), emphasizing on the value and the roles that the forms and the rural educational institutions 
have. The research made in 61 Romanian villages was oriented by the next objectives: identifying the human and 
material resources and also the forms and the methods used to put in value the rural educational institutions; 
discovering the dysfunctional factors, the negative things who degraded in time some forms and systems of the rural 
education; setting up the long-term factors to place and replace the rural education to the level of their importance 
and integrate it into development projects. 
Concerning the specific area of our investigation, the reviewing of some indicators such as: the material condition 
of the educational institutions (cultural home, school, local library), the volume and the quality of the personal 
having educational meaning, the forms and the educational methods of the specific rural educators on the local 
population etc., this review revealed by comparing a sort of good and bad factors who are imprinting the functioning 
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of the rural educational institutions. The knowledge of these factors is very important because this way the 
expectations factors can be discovered in attempt of developing the education in the rural areas. 
The field research results went us to the conclusion that the efficiency of the local educational system depends on 
the following factors: experience and degree education of the local educational staff; the logistic; the specific 
searching methods used by each institution; the rural-urbane relationship. 
1.1. The functioning efficiency of the educational institutions depends on the professional degree of those working in 
it, show us the result of our project. For example, there where the cultural homes directors had completed specific 
education in organized forms like courses of many years, you can tell about their vocational status by the activities 
they organized and the feed-back received from the village population, from their participation to the programs. This 
case applies only in two villages (Sarmas and Deda), places where indeed the cultural home deserve to be called 
cultural institution. More then that, the principals of this two institutions are the only ones in the researched area 
who besides their jobs they have two more professional responsibilities tide up with their cultural homes runner 
capacities, such as: principal of the Popular University and also leader of the local music band; librarian and 
upholder of the local museum. Therefore most of their time is spend for the good function of the institutions they 
run, fact which is better revealed by the activities they organize. 
Not the same thing happens in other locations like Suplac and Coroisanmartin where the cultural homes have 
only names and not leaders in fact, because in the curriculum is not to be found any cultural-educational activity. 
"The cultural home used to be cultural once. Now the culture moved into bars, disco clubs and television" an old 
village man said. Indeed, the cultural home today had only a symbolic meaning in most of the rural areas instead of 
what it meant to be in the past for the rural community as permanent education centre. Just the memories of the past, 
a functional past keeps it alive with its status of cultural institution. Sadly, today in most of the rural locations the 
cultural home there is an institution used in " nocturnal loisir" purpose like disco club, weddings, parties. 
The same as in the cultural homes case, in that concerning the commune's libraries, the professional training of 
those running this institutions is very important, fact picked-up from the higher percentage of readers in library, 
especially from the percentage of adults readers over 14 years of age since on the area under investigation the 
percentage of the 14 years old readers is the highest, out coming from this situation the accent made on school 
reading but also the weak implication of the adults in raising the importance of public reading. 
Thus, the community lack of interest for the cultural act, generally for education is also sustain by the weak 
motivation of the educational personal and the local administration staff, all this gradually going to the 
disappearance, the loss of a fundamental, basic reference point for the existing civilized society: the permanent 
education through culture. 
The instruction of the educational personal from the rural educational systems it's also revealed by their work 
results. Most of them are not qualified (22,5%) and those who have proper training are commuters (32,7%), this way 
being ignored the possibility of using the local human resources and is encouraged the migration of the virtual 
intellectuals. That's why the rural is define as "weakness of the educational system".
Let's go back to the old days school when the educators where on good reasons called "villages lighteners"
because in their activity were included the entire community not only school students. Unfortunately, these days the 
villages where the teachers are doing something else on educational purpose beside school are rare. 
However, there are some good educational methods where there is desire to do so!  We didn't try in our research 
to measure the efficiency of the rural educational system by it's student results but we do found rural schools where 
the teachers, especially school principals were concerned and preoccupied with raising the cultural-educational level 
of the villagers, being involved in various activities: the cultural homes activity, the church activity and other 
preoccupation like organizing local competitions between schools, outdoor activities on educational purpose, 
publishing school magazine etc. There are places where village people are reporting their major achievements on 
educational level to the educational staff, to their teachers who are becoming this way the missionary of the local 
community. 
1.2.The material condition of the rural educational institutions it's another indicator for it's functional status,
shows our research results. This explain why some of the cultural homes who have in their administration rooms for 
different instructive classes and under inventory use high technique devices and their budget count constant high 
funds (billions of Romanian lei) are looked for their educative potential, becoming fine institutions with a reach 
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educative activity. As example we have cultural homes from Rusii-Munti, Sarmas, Raciu and Deda. We may say 
that those who are running these institutions have learned not only the cultural management, but especially the 
financial one. 
In other localities the buildings are badly ruined, time degrading what is left and as those buildings who comes 
from an old époque "are to be preserved" the "happy" reality is that are used for night clubs and other kind of 
entertaining. 
We should not forget that at the present time these institutions are working in self-financing regime, law nr. 
442\1994 republished in 1997: rule nr.9 – “Financing the current costs and the cultural homes capital is upheld by 
extra budget funds and money allocation coming from the local commune budget". This way, the cultural homes 
become - financial speaking - direct subordinated to the local commune council. Sometimes, the situations created 
by this fact are becoming strange; the cultural homes held in the local commune board of directions hands have from 
time to time strange activities like dancing nights. No questions for investments and renovate the buildings then. For 
changing the sadly reality there is need for specific training of principals, an extraprofessional experience to handle 
this kind of situations, to manage running the institution budget with financial projects and out coming funds. 
From the 61 villages under investigation, 17th doesn't have a school and from the 44th rural school 23rd are just 
primary schools. It comes out that the difficult problem of little kids having to walk long distances is affecting the 
school results, the learning efficiency. Probably that's why the school instruction rate it's more reduced in rural areas 
then in the urbane zone, the same as school dropping frequency is higher in villages. Children having commutation 
problems prefer an immediate job, a quick income to attending school or being under parents authority they work on 
agriculture and have household duties.  
Taking all the rural schools under investigation what doesn't present a problem would be the percentage of school 
rooms (298), enough as number reported to the students number enrolled in the rural educational system. What is 
missing are the science labs (35), the gyms (13) or the poor inventory of school libraries, situation found in almost 
all of the rural school under investigation. Computer labs for example, who are necessary to each school institution, 
are rarely meet in the rural school, some of them having not even one computer. 
The functioning efficiency of the commune libraries can be considered in endowing terms, material fond 
generally speaking. There is a positive relationship between readers’ percentage and the library logistic (better 
conditions, a high number of books). This applies only to a small percentage of rural libraries like the one in Sarmas, 
the rest of them having space problems (furniture deteriorated, not enough book shelves, small rooms etc.), absence 
of modern devices, lack of money income, all this making the village population not interested for reading anymore 
although they know and recognize the books educative meaning-informative and instructional. 
Even there is a high interest for modern agriculture books (show a questionnaire method of inquiry) the libraries 
statistics analyzed revealed a small number of rent books about agriculture because the books under library 
inventory are often very old. 
Keeping in mind the fact that in the rural area the modern ways of information like internet are not easy 
accessible, by compensation the reading should be more important, essential to rural educational life, the first 
responsible for that being the library staff but not they only. We shouldn’t forget the position held by the library in 
the past when there were organized a sort of meetings between village people and also it was an institution for 
spending free time "you could go every evening to relax, to play chat and read poetry". This valuable past must be 
awaked somehow in the present, but what remains to be done with those villages who don't have this kind of 
institutions? 
1.3.The efficiency of the local educational systems depends on the educational forms that each institution applies. 
This explain why some of the cultural homes have high attendance to their activities of village people, meanwhile 
other cultural homes have poor attendance or not at all. These institutions with a high efficiency level, manage to 
integrate in their curriculum cultural - educative experiences from the past but are also ready to involve themselves 
into new values of the contemporary society, straight line of the cultural values existence. This situation is to be 
found in Sarmas, Deda and Raciu, locations where old customs and tradition are still alive, maintained in value by 
the cultural homes activities where new things like popular music dancing groups, folk music band, theatre teams 
etc. are always in preparation and organization, but where there is place also for modern and necessary things like: 
operating computers courses, modern dancing, aerobics, foreign languages courses and so on. 
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A positive model who should be followed and generalized for all cultural homes is the one in Sarmas who's 
involving the Popular University, member of the Popular Universities National Association. This university has a 
large curriculum which includes many requested activities from the present for a permanent specialization of adults. 
On the same chapter, seems that the local libraries manage to be attractive by their methods and educational 
forms diversity for a large number of readers. Sarmas library is organizing symposiums, round table meetings, 
discussions with known writers, poetry nights but also celebrations of the local and national events. On the area 
under research, this commune's library is the one with the most important percentage of book readers. 
1. 4. Finally, another indicator for the functioning level and efficiency of the local educational systems is the one 
concerning the geographical situation of the areas under investigation as same as the one of the commune structure 
made from surrounding villages. There are big differences between locations near by urbane area and those far away 
from it; there are commune centers very urbanized and cultural -educative speaking there are villages taking part 
from the commune with no elements of development what so ever even, with no electricity at all. 
There were establish a sort of differences concerning the functioning level of the cultural home, concerning the 
forms, the educational methods and the receptiveness of the village people to the cultural activities taking place in 
these institutions in connection with the geographical situation of the villages included. There are differences 
between the cultural homes activities of those situated on mountain areas, isolated, and those up on hills or large 
fields areas. 
It comes out that in the rural countryside, in isolated villages, the organized activities held on cultural home have 
a traditional purpose, being oriented especially on keeping alive the local and national customs, old traditions and 
Romanian folk elements. In a change, on the hills countryside and on the villages close to city we find new modern 
elements like modern dances, aerobics gymnastic etc., replacing the traditional ones. 
Regarding the communes structure under investigation, is ascertain an educative dominant note of the cultural 
home from residence village over the rest of the villages included in the commune, villages who by the way, don't 
have cultural homes in use. On the field areas where communes have a big number of villages included - in this case 
it's about 32 villages from 3 commune under investigation - just 9 have cultural homes and only 3 from 9 - the 
residence villages - have some sort of cultural - educative purpose over local population, on different levels of 
activity. Uphill communes have structures generally made of 4-5 villages, all of them having cultural homes in 
functional state but in our case even that from 18 villages,17 have this institutions, they don't work properly, there 
are not used if it's not a residence village we speaking of, thus from those we investigate, 2 of them didn't even try to 
organize some sort of educational movement while we were conducting the research. 
The mountain area where we searched 3 communes is the most representative point of view over cultural home 
activity aspect. All 3 communes have cultural homes used indeed like cultural institutions, keeping alive the rich 
culture of the past who is known nationally and even internationally. There are villages where the old customs and 
traditions are making part of each human soul, being a way of living and existing of the villagers. 
We can spotlight the following conclusions: 
Residence villages have better organized cultural homes than the rest of the included villages. 
Cultural homes from mountain areas are better organized than those from fields countryside or up hills villages 
and have activities sustaining the traditional values. 
Because of the geographical location on fields areas, less villages have this kind of institution comparative with 
those from up hills areas or mountain zone. 
Regarding the commune's libraries case, their geographical location it's also imprinting on their efficiency level. 
Especially being close or far away from the city seems to be a good survey criteria of this point of view. Therefore, 
the mountain commune far away from city proved to be the first analysis criteria of the readers percentage, reality 
explained by the fact that the educational possibilities are absent in this areas because of distance, situation that 
made this institutions to increase their educative self-management by readings. 
Finally, if we would ask ourselves "What is culture through education means (still)?" the answer would be far 
from our expectations. The culture is opening the civilization path... But is it the culture through media ways, the 
one who is civilizing the individual opening for him new knowledge horizons, curiosities, can she satisfy his 
permanent needs of self - education or, as an old village people used to say "television more damaged then fixed".
Indeed, television, as showed by our research results became the principal way of information in the rural world, 
became even part of our existence. Even more, it's so deep in our lives that the small amount of free time that we 
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have is dedicated to this "expositive machine" who makes us passive "culture consumers”, stopping even the 
slightest "creative capacity" who was left in us. This unfortunately reality it is more found in the rural world 
comparative to the urbane world because it's educational framework it's less equipped with forms and educational 
institutions, television having the compensatory role. 
As same as in the past, in the present the church is the most powerful institution having positive influence over 
the rural spirituality, the religion is permanently guiding the peasants and is keeping alive the Christian tradition. 
After decades of atheist propaganda, the rural communities are going through a Christian period of time, through a 
reviving of spirituality, aspects shown by the presence of new monastic houses defining the places and the social - 
humanitarian actions of these villages.  
2. Conclusions 
Starting on these conclusions that the field research had revealed us and priority, trustfully thinking the objective 
data, we are going to present the logic proposals deducted from the study results. 
Achievement directions for a better placed rural education 
2. 1.Rural school - priority directions of intervention 
a. Improvement of the working inventory of rural school: reorganization of the rural libraries, fill into new books 
and other educative materials; fitting out with modern devices the school labs and endowing each school with a 
computer system. 
b. The custody and professional training of the educators for the rural schools: keeping the qualified personal in 
the area; highly motivate the non -qualified staff to attend professional courses of Teaching Institutions; involving 
the teachers in community life for extending the interest area beside school. 
c. The school integration in the community. The local authorities, the local community should be more 
responsible of school state because these institutions are depending as infrastructure (rooms, spaces for education, 
keeping hygiene, cleaning, construction or rejuvenating works etc.) by the local communities. 
d. Connection between school and community, taking care of the area characteristics: the educational curriculum 
can be settle concerning the area 's educative needs; some new optional classes can be introduced in schools, 
optional classes like: Agriculture, Local customs and traditions, Intercultural education etc. 
2.2. Cultural home-directions of intervention 
I. Professional training and specialization of cultural homes principals 
A. Identifying and recruiting the cultural home personal 
B. Professional training of cultural home's personal: the initial and permanent training for educating adults, the 
teaching methodology on the educative work with adults; managerial training of the cultural homes principals 
oriented in many directions: leading management, cultural management, project management etc. 
II. Renovation and modern rearrangement of the cultural home 
a. Elaboration of investment projects for cultural homes having as purpose building new ones, major overhauls 
and modernize those already existing, following modern projects who should assure them good function and being 
specific, having high standards for this kind of cultural institutions. 
b. Law improvement concerning the cultural institution on self -financing regime 
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